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The central board of secondary education (CBSE) is most appreciated educational board in India.
There are many reasons why parents and students are choosing the curriculums of CBSE only.
First of all the CBSE curriculums is comparatively more catchy by the students.  Not only the private
and public schools are using this system but also many government schools in cities are following
the same curriculum. It is providing the best study curriculaâ€™s for all classes from class I â€“ XII.

The curriculum can be opted in either language Hindi or English. The broad exams are held at the
same time across the India for classes X and XII. Exams answer sheets are also going out to the
trusted examiners of CBSE board members. It is estimated that various professional competitive
exams question papers are also based on the X and XII NCERT text books for either streams.

Pune is located in the proximity to Mumbai. As we know that the acceptability of CBSE curriculums
is very popular among the people of nation, is the same reason in Pune where the CBSE schools in
Pune is more liked by the students as compare to others. Some of the best schools in India are
continually involving parentâ€™s suggestions and support for making better educational and behaviors
polices. Taking parentâ€™s consideration is also helpful for making good reputation and credibility of the
particular schools in the society. They are also including a better teacher training program or
seminars for making them more sound and updated in the current scenarioâ€™s teaching aids.

The best schools in India are relating the parent representative for each class. The fees structure of
those reputed schools is also very reasonable because they are providing the best academic
education and co-curricular activities to uplift their student with individual attention. In one of the
recent survey done by the media, Delhi schools stands at topper then Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai,
Hyderabad and schools in Noida are following the same culture of providing the best education
facilities to their students.

All those cities schools are also taking care of EWS students, the economically weaker section
students can easily take admission in the reputed schools that are situated in those cities of India. 
Now dayâ€™s schools in India are not only a place of learning the academic books but also a good and
controlled place for many recreational activities for their students without any bias.  Students who
have completed their studies from the good schools in India can easily enroll their name in golden
words abroad too for achieving higher studies.

Delhi is hosting some of the top ranking best schools in Delhi and NCR. There are numerous
schools which are developing their studentâ€™s entire personality in academic scores as well as for the
various co-curricular activities which interest them. Your ward can take admission in any CBSE,
ICSE, and IB recognized school in Delhi. Each board of education has its own unique quality. Now
itâ€™s up to your kidsâ€™ requirement that which school suits them most.
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India. Here you will find the list of Top ranking CBSE, ICSE, IGCSC, IB, Boarding, International and
Play Schools in India category and city wise. Explore a La Kidzz Saket and a Pluto Kids Vaishali
Ghaziabad or a Learnium School Green Park much more.
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